DUNK TANK

Broadway Party & Tent Rental
763-424-6155
www.BroadwayPartyRental.com

DUNK TANK GOOD TO KNOW FACTS

 2” trailer ball & light hookup required to transport










Dunk Tank holds approximately 400 gallons of water
Has a 250 pound dunkee weight limit
Keep all non-swimmers & people less than 5’ tall out of tank.
Only one person allowed on seat or in tank at one time.
Tennis shoes should ALWAYS be worn in the dunk tank to avoid slipping.
ALWAYS drain water when leaving tank unattended.
NEVER stand on the seat.
ALWAYS have a responsible adult in attendance.
Approx Measurements: Inside Diam 4'3", Outside width 5'8", Stand-Up Height 8’, Length with Hitch 11’6”

SET UP INSTRUCTIONS:

1. Unhook lights & remove Dunk Tank from hitch of vehicle
2. Remove the tongue from Dunk Tank
3. Tip the whole unit up onto the bottom
4. Release Back Stop Frame & place in line with tank
5. Attach Vinyl Backdrop using supplied Bungee Cords
6. Arm installation:
1. From front of backstop, slide arm onto shaft making sure slot on arm matches up

with tab on shaft.
2. Make sure tab on other side of shaft is behind trip handle of seat latch.
7. Attach target to end of target arm

8. Secure drain valve
9. Fill with water (takes approx. 2 hours depending on water pressure)
10. USE ONLY BALLS PROVIDED to throw at target. Consequences of using different balls could cause damage

to Dunk Tank & would be customer’s responsibility.

TAKEDOWN INSTRUCTIONS:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Open drain valve to DRAIN WATER. Close drain valve after all water is gone. Do not move when filled with water.

Remove Vinyl Backdrop before transporting or you will be charged an extra fee!
Uninstall Arm & Target
Secure Back Stop Frame using supplied rope
Hookup lights & hitch

“We Rent Celebrations!”
IF EQUIPMENT IS WORKING INCORRECTLY,
PLEASE CONTACT BROADWAY PARTY & TENT RENTAL AS SOON AS POSSIBLE.

